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Preface
Site is an inhabitable system, in which forces are generated by sets of
rules which dictate all the natural and human histories, perceivable and
unperceivable. The manipulations of these existing forces are always

Some definitions
/ Site:

Site is an inhabitable system.

based on the comprehensive understanding of this system, rather than

System is sets of rules that coordinate with each other.

the willing of a single (group of) inhabitant(s) of occupying, ruling and

Rule is universally applicable, objective, and measurable.

colonizing. This process is always suggestions rather than solutions, and
allows further editing. Through continuous manipulations, site is evolving.

/ Inhabitant:
Inhabitants are site selective.
Behaviors of inhabitants are affected by the site, and affect site.
Inhabitants can be extinct, while it is not the negation of existence.
/ Manipulate:
Manipulating is tentative.
Manipulations are irreversible - they change site, inhabitants, or both.
Manipulating should be based on the systematic understanding of the
site and inhabitants.
Manipulations are not always solutions, but should always be suggestions.
Manipulations should allow/suggest/celebrate further editing.
/ Site:
Through continuous manipulations, site is evolving.
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Chapter I
Forces

A visual narrative
All the civilizations at their young ages started from the rivers, in which
the fresh water provides source for living (consumption and irrigation),
and of which the flowability and tendency of connection provide means
of transportation. It is the embedded demands of mankind make this type
of force dominant and inescapable.
The generation of religions however, shifted the vector. The flows of the
crowds were led to other places -- Jerusalem, Mecca, or Lhasa -- away
from rivers while close to the believes. It is strong enough to overpower
the previous one, meanwhile weak enough to get counterbalanced, by
forces from both sides.
Polis, of which the origin is city-state in Greece, derives politics, both
etymologically and sociologically. The force of gathering is based on regulating and controlling, imposed but not suggested. The prevalence of
this type of force starts with the willing of occupying, ruling and colonizing
-- the ever-increasing aggressiveness of mankind. The division between
this one and the previous two is obvious: whether to charge self, or to
charge others.

Neutral force
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Force of necessity
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Force of interest
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A thought experiment
The cultivated site
The inconsistency between the force of necessity and interest and the
force of regulation, should be examined through the differences between cultivating and colonizing. Heidegger makes a clear statement of
dwelling as cultivating in Building, Dwelling, Thinking through etymology,
wherein he writes[1]:
Bauen originally means to dwell. Where the word bauen still speaks
in its original sense it also says how far the essence of dwelling
reaches. That is, bauen, buan, bhu, beo are our word bin in the
versions: ich bin, I am, du bist, you are, the imperative form bis, be.
What then does ich bin mean? The old word bauen, to which the bin
belongs, answers: ich bin, du bist mean I dwell, you dwell. The way
in which you are and I am, the manner in which we humans are on
the earth, is buan, dwelling… The old word bauen, which says that
man is insofar as he dwells, this word bauen, however, also means
at the same time to cherish and protect, to preserve and care for,
specifically to till the soil, to cultivate the vine.
Cultivating, as Heidegger states, is the essence of being; an activity that
forms who we are. However, colonizing, a process of controlling over
Force of regulation
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places other than their own habitats, is an alienated activity from that essence. Unfortunately, the latter activity has gradually became dominant

The extremely reduced universe

throughout the human history, and till now, reaches its universal preva-

So let’s zoom into the word “force”. It is a series of settings that embed-

lence -- the so called globalization.

ded in the site which generates tendencies and motions, and followed

Back to the realm of Architecture, what is carved in a specific site, al-

with continuous actions of enhancing, conquering and adjusting. To set

though sometimes has been examined more than superficial, is always

back this understanding to its basis, here again, is Heidegger’s discourse

overwhelmed by the effect of globalization: the industrialized building

upon the word “site”: the etymological origin of the German Ort (site),

materials, the borrowed architectural styles, the monetarism guided mar-

means the tip of a lance, which all forces and vectors concentrate in

ket, to name just a few. What is missed out, then? In Towards a Criti-

an infinitely small point[3]. At this terminal, a possible way to execute the

cal Regionalism: Six Points for an Architecture of Resistance, Kenneth

study is to take the physical explanation of force, i.e., gravity, friction, re-

Frampton writes :

sistance, etc., And measure the initial and consequential manipulations.

[2]

To initiate the experiment, some very radical (and quirky) choices have
It is possible to argue that ... the specific culture of the region —

been made, to construct an abstract site which extremely reduced from

that is to say, its history in both a geological and agricultural sense

the universe. Here we need to revisit the definitions in the preface:

— becomes inscribed into the form and realization of the work. This
inscription, which arises out of “in-laying” the building into the site,

/ Site:

has many levels of significance, for it has a capacity to embody, in

Site is an inhabitable system.

built form, the prehistory of the place, its archaeological past and

System is sets of rules that coordinate with each other.

its subsequent cultivation and transformation across time. Through

Rule is universally applicable, objective, and measurable.

this layering into the site the idiosyncrasies of place find their ex-

/ Inhabitant:

pression without falling into sentimentality.

Inhabitants are site selective.
Behaviors of inhabitants are affected by the site, and affect site.

The activity of cultivating the site therefore, as Frampton states, is the ac-

Inhabitants can be extinct, while it is not the negation of existence.

tivity that “arises out of ‘in-laying’ the building into the site”, which involves

/ Manipulate:

“the prehistory of the place, its archaeological past and its subsequent

Manipulating is tentative.

cultivation and transformation across time”.

Manipulations are irreversible - they change site, inhabitants, or

That is to say, site, as an inhabitable system, the forces in which should

both.

affect directly on the built form.
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Manipulating should be based on the systematic understanding of
the site and inhabitants.
Manipulations are not always solutions, but should always be suggestions.
Manipulations should allow/suggest/celebrate further editing.
/ Site:
Through continuous manipulations, site is evolving.
Here on this site (the wooden ramp) with its inhabitant (the cylindrical
metal bar), the set of rules (physical forces) are exclusively as following:
gravitational force, magnetic force, normal force and friction force. Thus
the specific behavior of the inhabitant is defined, through the nature of
both the site and the inhabitant, as the tendency of rolling down from the
top of the hill, and of being attracted by the magnet.
The habitability here, as its definition -- the capability of dwelling in a
place -- suggests, is the duration of the metal bar to stay on the ramp. The
consequential manipulations then are based on the goal of enhancing
habitability, as what all the beings live for.
The series of manipulations do not give solutions. However it answers the
question of the possibilities to leave or to stay -- to extinct or to survive.
In some cases, it escapes;
In some cases, it turns back;
In some cases, it finally stops where two ramp meet;
And in some cases, it is captured by the magnet.
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Test #04
16

Test #26
17

If we conceive of time as a process of transformation through continuous negation, then the basis of time is self-criticism and its
products are ceaseless division and separation. The form in which
time manifests itself is the repeated interpretation of an eternal truth
or an archetype.
Negation and Reconciliation, Raimund Abraham[4]
The ground wherein archetype exists, is not the site now, or then. It exists
in each tense of the site; in each branch of the “ceaseless division and
separation” of time. The perceivable world has limitations. Water cannot
flow backwards against gravity, while time exists there. The ever-changing site, world or universe is full of chaos and uncertainty, while there is
always an eternal truth.

Test #43
18
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tance as radius, and the point as O.
It goes well for a while. Sometimes you feel off the track, but you count it
as errors of measurement.

Trivia

Track of an ant

However after you collect more data, you realize that the measure of radius is decreasing continuously, and the speed of decreasing is getting
faster and faster.
With the faith you have upon the conclusion (look how beautiful it is), you
decide to introduce a variable for the radius. You draw the change of
radius over time as following:

Imagine you, an ant, start walking from point A, and try to understand the
path you have gone through.
At the very beginning, you conclude the path as:
y = ax

Then follow with an estimation:

I.e., a straight line.
As time passes by, you feel deviated, and the deviation becomes more
and more obvious, which makes you overturning your previous conclusion and coming up with a new one:
x2 + y2 = r2
I.e., a circle.
You are also able to develop a theory that there exists a point unreachable, while always keeps the same distance with you. You name the dis-
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Which means you will reach the point O, someday in the future.
We, as the observers who see the full path, of course know that it already
goes so wrong. However for you, the innocent ant, the only thing you can
do is to keep walking, and keep making mistakes.
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Chapter II
The Flood

Japan
Sea level - 0 ft
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Japan
Sea level - 216 ft
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Nagoya
Sea level - 0 ft
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Nagoya
Sea level - 216 ft
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against being in the world.
At the first place, let us assume that at the time when all the ice melted, mankind are still existing, so as cities, villages, communities, beliefs,
monetarism. A tenable prediction would be: the main constructions to
maintain the normal operation of the city, for instance, administrations,
Nagoya, the site
Down the track too far of fiddling with the so-called site and the so-called
inhabitant, although has been taken more than seriously, the vulnerable
part of which is plain and obvious. Reduced the complexity of force to its
literal meaning, the real world through which lens is oversimplified and
anamorphic.
Now it is the time back to the world.
As one of the largest cities in Japan, the coastal city Nagoya (as well as

institutions and financial centers, will be transferred to the higher lands
nearby. The political, economical and cultural bounds will limit the mass
migration, which causes the urban center even more densely populated.
The vicious cycle is, and will be continuing.
Is exploiting the sea a way out? If that means colonizing, which lead us to
the world now, the answer would never be positive. However, if we turn
back to see where we are from, to see what makes being be in the world
(“ich bin, I am, du bist, you are. I dwell, you dwell.” Said Heidegger), Then
I will say, cultivating the sea might be.

all the other major port cities in Japan) is under the threat of flood -- the
ultimate flood.
Reports said that even If humans quickly stop polluting the atmosphere,
potentially keeping a global temperature rise to well below 2°C (3.8°F),
seas may still rise by an additional 9 inches to 2 feet this century. More realistically, if pollution continues unabated, and if seas respond to ongoing
warming by rising at the fastest rates considered likely, sea levels could
rise more than 6 feet this century alone.
The melting of ice on Antarctica alone could cause seas to rise more than
49 feet by 2500.
If the global warming eventually melt all the ice at the poles and on mountaintops, the sea level will raise by 216 feet.
Beings live with innumerable ongoing events, while this is the one that
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The force against sinking
It goes up finally, at the very moment that it is about to be overwhelmed.
Then, each part re-functions.
The foundation becomes anchor;
The platform becomes balancer;
The erection becomes weight.
However it is more than an amphibian. The meanings exist not only in the
two ends, but also in every moment of the process. And, just like what the
thought experiment in the first chapter suggests, the meanings exist in
the connections and gaps between perception and non-existence.
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Faith and threat
From our ancestors to the generation nowadays, we live with the wax and
wane, the ebb and flow. The metabolism of the universe is witnessed,
when we look up to the sky, and look down to the sea. Tide -- the hourto-hour change driven by the force from 240,000 miles away, built up the
faith for the forefathers, then came the harvest and poetry.
But when the clock goes round and round, the aggressiveness of mankind triggered the history away from its trajectory. The great “victory”
started from the 19th century brought the Pandora’s box: Fossil fuels. The
first time in the history, men’s desire started to jeopardize the balance of
earth.
What come along, are prosperity and wars, union and bias, globalization
and extremism. And also, the threat of sea.

Edited from: Earthrise, by Apollo 8, 12/24/1968
Credits: NASA
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Temperature (℃)

A step into the sea
The human mission to Mars is valuable, not because one or ten explorers
are involved, but because it projects the future.
This is a dwelling for one man, founded on the seabed, and linking the
coast. The enclosure -- two defensive walls -- is given the form by the
force of tide. The pair of stairs -- one down to the house, the other down
to the water -- parallels the sea and the dwelling. The hour-to-hour tide
change and century-to-century sea level change both get measured
through the steps. It is the opposite condition to the daily -- both the faith
and the threat are no longer myths.
The symmetrical form is built with concrete and wood. Under the force of
threat, the foundation becomes anchor, the platform becomes balancer,
the erection becomes weight.*
x 1 yr
x 10 yr
x 100 yr
x 1,000 yr
x 10,000 yr

Average temperature change throughout 1 million years
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* See page 31.
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High tide

Low tide
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But the bridge between the one-man dwelling and the mainland is so
brittle, just like the plaster stuck in the wood mold -- both fail because of
the inadequacy and rigidity of connections in their scales. This step is
too small to speak for the whole, and what needs to be picked up is not
another man, but humanity.
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Chapter III
Bridge All

Growth of community
A social unit could never be isolated dwelling. Instead, from hamlet to metropolis, it should always be community -- a group of people tie together
geographically and socially.
Hamlet and village -- small human settlements, are communities largely
practice agriculture, with a few public services, such as church and mill.
While town, whose German word zaun means “fence”, is originally a fortified place, of which the population derive their living not only from agriculture. The administrative system of city is obviously more sophisticated,
so as its zoning and transportation.
Tracking down the chain, there might be a bifurcate system lying in the
growth of community: one is the dwelling space and farm land, the other
is the public service area. With the growth of the former, the expansion of
the latter is exponential.
Surplus of subsistence agriculture leads to trade. From a rudimentary
stage to a complex one, the scale of trade plays the main role of community establishment. When did the very step happen, at which time we
shifted from cultivating to colonizing?
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Two prototypes
Like all the contemporary cities, vast stretches of farm land are spread
across the countryside of Nagoya. The produces are largely involved in
the food industry, delivered locally, regionally and globally. Diverse transportation methods improve the convenience to a level that people take
the cost for granted. Which also taken for granted is the way of living
-- consumerism. The obsession of consuming drives the engines of oil
rigs, and the massiveness of both (the will and the act) has reached their
irreversible stages.
Back, again, to the word dwell, bauen, bis, be*. The very way of acting
against colonizing is to cultivate -- to plow, to seed, to grow and to reap.
The foundation for holding the society should happen on a daily base.
This assembles the first prototype, the block for dwelling and cultivating.
The second prototype responds the other branch of the bifurcate system
-- the block for public services. I.e., institutions, administrations, transaction spaces, etc. It holds the surpluses from the first prototype, which
gives the whole system the capacity of developing.
Similar with the concept of street blocks, the agglomeration of duplicable
units forms communities in various scales. The two prototypes, with similar sizes to street blocks, is in a way the equivalent, however needs new
way of connection.
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* See page 11.
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The first prototype
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The second prototype
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Force of water
The bridge between the one-man dwelling and the mainland is so
brittle, just like the plaster stuck in the wood mold -- both fail because of the inadequacy and rigidity of connections in their scales.*
The force of water is not only lifting, but also the macro and micro currents. In a very basic sense, a rigid connection in water is doomed to fail,
because of the ever-changing two ends. While the structural force of arch
bridge passing through the gravity center of floating blocks guarantees
the stability, the bridge itself should be elastic so as to follow the flow.
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* See page 42.
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By using a pair of gears at each end of the bridge, the span of bridge is
able to be guided by the current of water, while still keep it form. A set
of tracks at the edges of block holds the gears and allows them rotating
horizontally, which gives the bridge room to swing. Thus, away from the
continental setting, the bridge keeps its essence -- to link the gap.
The bridge is composed by a chain of U-shape metal plates, so that the
ability of deforming of each component let the whole keep its form in
different spans. The last part of the intervention -- the “pavestone” of the
bridge, has its range of flexibility as well, which is, by all means, dictated
by the forces on site.
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Postscript

The world was so recent that many things lacked names, and in
order to indicate them it was necessary to point.
One Hundred Years of Solitude, Gabriel Garcia Marquez
After the long run, I still can hardly answer the question: are you trying
to save us. Humanity is elusive, and this is the year we witnessed a lot. It
took us less than two hundreds years to reach the globalization and now
retreat; The vanishing of Macondo is encrypted in parchments. In some
way, the one after another triumphs we are making are in the same time
the great failures of human society. But like the snowball downhill, people
have no choice but blind the eyes. After all at the end of the day, I will
convince myself once again the sun matters, the wind matters, then the
world is still beautiful. This is a thesis for myself.
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